Explanation of the names of the fields (columns) in Lake Database

**Date (Lake):** Date proposed by Lake

**Date (exp) 1:** Date 1 (expressed)

**Date (exp) 2:** Date 2 (expressed)

**Date (ded) 1:** Date 1 (estimated)

**Date (ded) 2:** Date 2 (estimated)

**Century:** The number corresponds to the century; the decimal corresponds to the quarter of a century; if a manuscript is between two quarters of a century, the oldest is indicated.

**Other dates 1:** Other dates in the manuscript

**Other dates 2:** Other dates in the manuscript

**Other dates 3:** Other dates in the manuscript

**Other dates 4:** Other dates in the manuscript

**Author:** Author of the main work contained in the manuscript

**Text:** Title of the main work or content designation

**Type of Contents:** Type of content according to the classification of Julien Leroy (Aposthegmata - Ascetica - Biblia - Biblica - Canonica - Chronographica - Epistolographica - Hagiographica - Historica - Homiletica - Lectionaria - Legislatoria - Lexicographica - Liturgica - Mathematica - Medicinalia - Militaria - Patristica - Philologica - Philosophica - Poetica - Rhetorica - Theologica - Varia)

**Ruling Type Lake 1:** Ruling type as codified by Lake

**Ruling Type Lake 2:** Ruling type as codified by Lake

**Ruling Type Lake 3:** Ruling type as codified by Lake

**Ruling Type Leroy 1:** Ruling type as codified by Leroy-Sautel (conversion of Ruling type Lake 1)

**Ruling Type Leroy 2:** Ruling type as codified by Leroy-Sautel (conversion of Ruling type Lake 2)

**Ruling Type Leroy 3:** Ruling type as codified by Leroy-Sautel (conversion of Ruling type Lake 3)

**Ruling Type Muzerelle 1:** Ruling type as codified by Muzerelle (conversion of Ruling type Lake 1)

**Ruling Type Muzerelle 2:** Ruling type as codified by Muzerelle (conversion of Ruling type Lake 2)

**Ruling Type Muzerelle 3:** Ruling type as codified by Muzerelle (conversion of Ruling type Lake 3)

**Signature 1:** Position of quire signature [Position of the leaf within the quire: P = first, U = last; R = all recto; V = all verso. Position on the page: A = high (top of the page), B = low (bottom of the page), I = inner (inside corner), E = outer (outer corner), C = center (center of the margin)]

**Signature 2:** Position of the second quire signature

**Signature 3:** Position of the third quire signature

**Signature 4:** Position of the fourth quire signature

**Crosses 1:** Position of the “crosses”; in brackets their number

**Crosses 2:** Position of the “crosses”; in brackets their number

**Quality:** Quality of the writing material

**Ink colour:** Colour of the ink
Decoration: Presence/absence of decoration
Miniatures: Presence/absence of miniatures
Gold: Presence/absence of gold
Decoration Type: Description of the decoration
Script position: Position of the writing on the line
Subscription position 1: Position of the subscription in the manuscript
Subscription position 2: Position of the second subscription in the manuscript
Emperor 1: Emperor’s name mentioned in the subscription
Kingdom years 1: Emperor’s years of reign
Emperor 2: Second emperor’s name mentioned in the subscription
Kingdom years 2: Second emperor’s years of reign
Emperor 3: Third emperor’s name mentioned in the subscription
Emperor 4: Fourth emperor’s name mentioned in the subscription
Emperor 5: Fifth emperor’s name mentioned in the subscription
King: King’s name mentioned in the subscription
Other rulers: Other names of rulers mentioned in the subscription
Scribe 1: Name of the subscription’s scribe
Social status: Social status of the Scribe 1
Scribe 2: Name of the second scribe mentioned in the subscription
Others 1: Other person mentioned in the subscription
Others 2: Other person mentioned in the subscription
Others 3: Other person mentioned in the subscription
Others 4: Other person mentioned in the subscription
Others 5: Other person mentioned in the subscription
Others 6: Other person mentioned in the subscription
Monastery 1: Name of the monastery mentioned in the subscription
Identification: Identification of the monastery
Place 1: Place where the monastery is located
Monastery 2: Name of the second monastery mentioned in the subscription
Place 2: Place where the Monastery 2 is located
Town 1: Town mentioned in the subscription
Town 2: Town mentioned in the subscription
Town 3: Town mentioned in the subscription
Region 1: Region mentioned in the subscription
Region 2: Region mentioned in the subscription
Price 1: Cost for the manufacture of the manuscript (or of a part of it) or for its purchase, as mentioned in the subscription
Price 2: Other mentions of price concerning the manuscript or part of it